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Time evolution of the second magnetization peak in Bi 2Sr2CaCu2O8¿d
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Local magnetization curves at different times, extracted from high-temporal resolution
magneto-optical measurements in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d , demonstrate the absence of the second
magnetization peak at short times, its appearance at longer times, and the movement of its onset
toward higher-induction fields approaching the thermodynamic vortex order–disorder transition
field. We relate this phenomena to metastable disordered states induced by edge contamination for
inductions in the vicinity of the order–disorder vortex phase transition. We show that the time
evolution of the second magnetization peak is governed by the relaxation times of the metastable
disordered vortex states. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1556287#
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It is now well established that the sharp onset of
second magnetization peak~fishtail! in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d

signifies a vortex phase transition from a weakly pinned v
tex lattice to a strongly pinned disordered vortex phas1

However, several phenomena related to the fishtail still
main to be reconciled with the vortex phase transition s
nario; e.g., smearing of the fishtail as the temperature is l
ered until below ;17 K it disappears altogether,2,3

reappearance of the fishtail in longer time scales, and a
of its onset with time towards higher fields.3

In this article, we employ a high-temporal resolutio
magneto-optical system to follow the time evolution of t
fishtail. Our measurements reveal that the fishtail is sha
by metastable disordered vortex states, injected into
sample through inhomogeneous surface barriers.4 At low
temperatures, the lifetime of these metastable states is
enough to obscure the sharp magnetic signature of the
modynamic order–disorder phase transition.5 As the induced
disordered metastable states decay, the fishtail appears
conclude that the relaxation process of the induced di
dered metastable states governs the time evolution of
fishtail.

Measurements were performed on a 1.5531.25
30.05 mm3 Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d single crystal (Tc;92 K).
The external magnetic fieldH was raised abruptly to a targe
value between 140 and 840 G with rise-time,50 ms. Im-
mediately after reaching the target field, magneto-opt
~MO! snapshots of the induction distribution across
sample surface were recorded at time intervals of 40 ms f
s, and 200 ms for an additional 26 s, using iron-garnet M
indicator and a high-speed charge-coupled device came

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the induction pr
files after abruptly increasing the external fieldH to 340,
500, and 600 G.~The profiles att50.04, 0.12, 0.16, 0.28
0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.72, and 29 s are bolded, to match the t
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evolution curves shown in Fig. 2, as described below!. Fig-
ure 1~a! presents the induction distribution across the en
sample width, whereas Figs. 1~b!–1~d! focus on the interest-
ing part of the profiles, near the sample edge. The profile
Fig. 1 are characterized by a sharp change in the slop~a
‘‘break’’ ! at a time-dependent locationxf . The breaks sepa
rate between a high-persistent current region near the sa
edges and a low-persistent current region near the sam
center. The time dependence ofxf varies withH. In Fig. 1~b!,
the break moves towards the sample edge until it disappe
leaving the entire sample in the low-persistent current st
A similar, but slower motion ofxf is observed in Fig. 1~c!. In
Fig. 1~d!, the break moves towards the center of the sam

FIG. 1. Time evolution of the magnetic induction profiles atT522.5 K,
after a step increase of the external magnetic field to 340 G~a and b!; 500 G
~c!; and 600 G~d! during 30 s after field application. Bolded profiles matc
times indicated in Fig. 2. Dots in~b!–~d! mark typical breaks in the profiles
Arrows point to the locationx052437mm.
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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and eventually the entire sample is in a high persistent
rent state.

Similar results were previously reported by Gilleret al.6

and were interpreted in the following way: By abruptly i
creasing the field, vortices injected through inhomogene
surface barriers generate a transient disordered state. T
transient states anneal at a characteristic timet(B).5 The
break in the profiles separates between the transient d
dered state~high-j! near the edge and the quasiordered ph
~low-j! near the center.

From the time evolution of the profiles at variousH, we
extract the time evolution of the localj ;dB/dx versusB
curves. Typical results are presented in Fig. 2 for locat
x052437mm measured from the sample center~marked by
an arrow in Fig. 1!. The solid lines in Fig. 2 connect a
points measured at the same indicated time, for the var
external fields. The times chosen to be presented in Fi
match the bolded profiles in Fig. 1. Bold symbols in Fig.
describe the time dependence ofj for the three external fields
presented in Fig. 1~squares, circles, and triangles for 34
500, and 600 G, respectively!.

The striking features exhibited in Fig. 2 are the abse
of the fishtail at short times, its appearance at longer tim
and the shift of its onset to higher inductions with time~from
200 at 0.28 s to 365 G at 29 s!. Similar phenomena hav
previously been observed in various local and glo
measurements.2,3,7 Our experiments, however, are unique
enabling us to trace the dynamics of the fishtail~Fig. 2! to
the dynamics of the profiles~Fig. 1!. By comparing Figs. 1
and 2, we are able to propose an explanation for these
tures, as explained below.

We first characterize the vortex state at an arbitrary
cationx0 as a function of its position relative to the break
the profile. Ifx0 is between the break and the edge, then
vortex state atx0 is a disordered state. On the other hand
x0 is between the break and the center, the vortex state ax0

is a quasiordered state. Profiles without a break that prec

FIG. 2. j vs local B atx052437mm for the indicated times. Bold symbol
describe the time dependence ofj for the three external fields presented
Fig. 1 ~squares, circles, and triangles for 340, 500, and 600 G, respectiv!.
Arrows indicate fishtail onset.
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profiles with a break, signify a transient disordered state
the entire sample. Similar profiles, observed after the dis
pearance of the break, signify a quasiordered~disordered!
phase at the entire sample, if the break disappears at the
~center! of the sample. From the above notes, the followi
explanation for Fig. 2 emerges.

Figure 2 describesj versusB at x052437mm. At short
times, x0 is located in a transient disordered region for
measuredH. This is evident, for example, in Figs. 1~b!–1~d!
where initially x0 is between the break and the edge@Fig.
1~d!# or the break has not yet appeared@Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!#.
The fact that transient states persist for all fields, results
the absence of the fishtail fingerprint in Fig. 2, namely, th
is no jump from low-to high-j at short time.

As time progresses, the transient states anneal. As
annealing process is faster at low inductions, i.e.,t becomes
shorter than our time window, the vortex state atx0 is now
ordered at these low inductions, see Fig. 1~b!, for example.
~At the second bolded profile,x0 is already to the right of the
break, i.e., in the ordered phase regime!. At high fields, how-
ever, the state atx0 is still disordered -see, for example, Fig
1~c! ~where at the second bolded profile,x0 is still to the left
of the break!—becauset is longer than the measureme
time window. As a result, a fishtail, namely, a jump fro
low- to high-j can now be observed in thej (B) curves of
Fig. 2. At further longer times, the vortex state atx0 anneals
even for higher inductions, and therefore, the fishtail on
appears at higher inductions.

To explain the width of the transition from the low-j to
the high-j phase in Fig. 2, we note that in data analysis
average over several neighboring pixels, and hence,x0 has a
width Dx. We refer tox06Dx as the ‘‘probed width.’’ The
width of the transition reflects the induction range for whi
quasiordered and transient disordered states coexist in
probed width.

To conclude, transient disordered states obscure the
modynamic order–disorder vortex phase transition at l
temperatures, where the lifetime spectrum of transient st
is wide5 and larger than the experimental time window ev
at low inductions. Our results are consistent with previo
reports on the time evolution of the fishtail.2,3,7 Our results
are unique, however, in enabling direct comparison betw
the dynamics ofj (B) and the dynamics of the profiles afte
an abrupt change in the external magnetic field. This allo
for a direct observation of the field and time regimes of t
coexistence of the quasiordered and transient disord
states, pointing to the significance of long-living transie
disordered states in shaping the fishtail.
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